Malagacy
Chestnut Colt; Mar 30, 2014

Shackleford, 08 ch

Classiest Gem, 00 dk b/

Forestry, 96 b

Oatsee, 97 ch

Dehere, 91 b

Classiest Carat, 95 dk b/


1st dam
CLASSIEST GEM, by Dehere. Unraced. Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners--

Classy Gem (f. by Perfect Soul (IRE)). 3 wins, 2 to 5, $77,847(USA), 3rd Debutante S. (ASD, $5,000(CAN)).

Yanbian Express (f. by Bandini). 4 wins at 3 and 4, $110,162.

Malagacy (c. by Shackleford). See below.

Fortune Diva (f. by Bandini). Winner at 2 and 3, $15,651.

Watts Impossible (c. by Not Impossible (IRE)). 2 wins at 3, $12,356(USA).

Classy Trick (c. by Hat Trick (JPN)). Placed, 2 to 4 in ENG, $4,048 (USA).

2nd dam
CLASSIEST CARAT, by Pleasant Colony. Unraced. Half-sister to MADAME TREASURER ($236,921, Yearling Sales S. [LR], etc.), SMART HALO ($85,692, USF&G Maryland Lassie S. [LR] (LRL, $60,000)). Dam of 3 winners--

IMPOSSIBLE TIME (f. by Not Impossible (IRE)). 9 wins in 17 starts, 3 to 6, $583,535(USA), Champion older mare in Canada, Ballade S. -R (WO, $75,000(CAN)), Victoriana S. -R (WO, $75,000(CAN)) twice, Classy 'n Smart S. -R (WO, $75,000(CAN)), 2nd Maple Leaf S. [L] (WO, $45,000(CAN)), Zadracarta S. -R (WO, $20,000(CAN)), 3rd Zadracarta S. -R (WO, $10,000(CAN)). Producer.

Seeking the Carat (c. by Quiet American). 6 wins at 3 and 4, $326,898(USA).

Alma Negra (c. by Perfect Soul (IRE)). Winner at 3 in PAN.


Classiest Gem (f. by Dehere). See above.

3rd dam
HALO DANCER, by Halo. 4 wins at 2 and 3, $50,864, 3rd Selene S., Fury S.-R, Jammed Lovely S.-R, Yearling Sales S.-R. Sister to COOL HALO ($215,710, King Edward Gold Cup [G3], etc., sire), CHRISTO (3rd Coral Summit Hurdle), half-sister to EMILY'S CHARM ($74,877, 3rd Selene S. [L] (WO, $13,933(CAN)), etc.). Dam of 6 winners--

MADAME TREASURER (f. by Key to the Mint). 7 wins, 2 to 4, $236,921, Yearling Sales S. [LR], 2nd Princess Elizabeth S. [LR], Ontario Debutante S. [LR], Regal Quillo S. (GP, $5,116), 3rd Canadian Oaks [LR] (WO, $22,168(CAN)), Shady Well S. [LR], Fanfreluche S. [LR]. Dam of--

Negano (f. by Miswaki). Winner at 3, $33,390. Dam of--

=DASHER GO GO (JPN) (c. by =Sakura Bakushin O (JPN)). 5 wins, 2 to 4 in JPN, $3,841,222 (USA), Centaur S. [G2], CBC Sho [G3], Yukon Fuji Sho Ocean S. [G3], 2nd CBC Sho [G3], Yukon Fuji Sho Ocean S. [G3], etc.

=DASHER ONE (JPN) (c. by French Deputy). 6 wins, 3 to 6, placed at 8, 2016 in JPN, $1,364,990 (USA), NST Sho, 2nd NST Sho.


My Jean (f. by Time for a Change). Winner at 4, $6,117. Dam of--

TERM SHEET (g. by Concern). 8 wins, 3 to 6, $252,278, Sam Houston Sprint H. (HOU, $30,000),
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Carter McGregor Jr. Memorial S. -R (LS, $30,000), Jersey Village S. -R (HOU, $21,000), 2nd Sam Houston Sprint H. (HOU, $8,000), Longhorn H. -R (RET, $6,000), etc. Set ntr at Lone Star Park, 5 1/2 furlongs in 1:02.78.


Commemorate Dancer (g. by Commemorate). 6 wins, 3 to 5, $90,334.

Cartel Conquest (g. by Irish River (FR)). Winner at 3 and 5, $42,292.

Viloresi (c. by Commemorate). 4 wins at 3 and 4, $10,947.

Classiest Carat (f. by Pleasant Colony). See above.

4th dam
SLIGHT DECEPTION, by Northern Dancer. Unraced. Sister to DIANA DANCE ($130,669 (USA), Neuss Stuten Preis der Gunnewig Hotels [G2], etc.), half-sister to DECEIT DANCER ($249,935, Champion 2-year-old filly in Canada, My Dear S.-L, etc.), NAGURSKI ($240,196, Woodlawn S.-G3, etc., sire), ACCOMPLICE ($53,276 (USA), Ashford Castle S., etc.). Dam of 5 winners, including--

COOL HALO (c. by Halo). Winner at 3 and 4, $215,710, King Edward Gold Cup [G3], 2nd Queen's Plate S. [LR] (WO, $58,155(CAN)), 3rd Canadian Derby [L] (NP, $14,759(CAN)), Prince of Wales S. [LR] (FE, $12,650(CAN)). Sire.

Emily's Charm (f. by Dom Alaric (FR)). Winner at 2, $74,877, 3rd Selene S. [L] (WO, $13,933(CAN)), Princess Elizabeth S. [LR] (WO, $15,224(CAN)), Yearling Sales S. [LR] (WO, $9,075(CAN)).

LITTLE EMILY (f. by Castledale (IRE)). 4 wins at 3 and 4, $132,572, Las Madrinas H. (FPX, $28,000).

Little Buttercup (f. by Labeeb (GB)). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $190,444, 2nd Mount Vernon H. -R (BEL, $16,820), 3rd John W. Rooney Memorial S. [L] (DEL, $11,000), Ticonderoga H. -R (BEL, $15,000).

Emily’s Luck Charm (c. by Lear Fan). 3 wins at 2 and 5 in ENG and UAE, $44,771 (USA), 3rd Crowther Homes Spring Trophy Rated S.

Halo Dancer (f. by Halo). Black type placed winner, see above.

Christo (c. by Halo). 3 wins at 5 and 6 in ENG, 3rd Coral Summit Hurdle.


MISS GRINDSTONE (f. by Grindstone). 14 wins in 26 starts, 2 to 5, $608,179, Bessarabian H. [G3] (WO, $97,650(CAN)), 3rd H. A. Hindmarsh S. -R (FE, $7,500(CAN)).

Arctic Mirage (f. by *Snow Knight). Unraced.

KIRATHIMO (f. by Lear Fan). 6 wins at 2 and 3, $73,339, Debutante H. (STP, $12,600(CAN)), 2nd Princess Margaret S. (NP, $5,000(CAN)).

Experiencethehigh (f. by Full Partner). 3 wins at 2, $42,144, 2nd Princess Margaret S. (NP, $7,272(CAN)), Sturgeon River S. (STP, $7,000(CAN)).

RACE RECORD for Malagacy: At 2, unraced; at 3, 2017, one win in 1 start. Earned $22,800.